North East Student Exchange Programme

An interactive session was organized in collaboration with Nehru Yuvakendra, Hyderabad on 4th March 2020 under North East Exchange Program. 250 students/youth and 25 team leaders from North East states attended this Programme. This program aimed to understand cultural ethos, languages and lifestyle of the people in India.

A North East cultural exchange programme was held to showcasing cultural diversity and rich traditions of eight states. Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan, a department under the Central government organised this programme in collaboration with the Sports Ministry.

"This type of programs are necessary to inculcate the spirit of nationalism and oneness among the students and youth. In such way the people of North-East and people of rest of the nation should feel that they belong to one nation," People from different north-eastern states participated in the program. To showcase culture through dance, singing."